
Zippers

- Jeans or pants, Straight skirt*, T-shirts, Lengthen & face**
- Pants with cuff or vent, Skirt with pleat*, Full or circle skirt*
 -Hems with zippers involved
- Shorten skirt/pants from waist*

$10
$15

$20
$25 - Skinny up side seams/inseams*

- Side seams with pockets/zipper*

Hems

SewSpecialOzarks .com

Sewing

Prices

Mending

Alteration
&

*If lined, add $5     **If hem tape is required, add $3

- Hem plain sleeves*, Skinny up sleeves*, Hem T-
shirt sleeves, Shorten straps*, Long  sleeves made short or removed
- Sleeves with cuff/placket/button, Sleeves removed & faced
- Shorten sleeves from shoulder*, Reset Sleeves/alter shoulder*
- Coat sleeves with buttons /lined

$10
$15

$20
$25

- Replace zipper in jeans + cost of zipper, Replace hidden/side
lap/center zipper*
- Replace separating zipper*

 -Waist with casing/elastic* , Shorten stride through inseam*
 -Waist in on jeans, Waist with stitched elastic*
 -Shorten stride through waist*
- Waist in/out-pockets/darts/zipper*

Seams
$10

$20
*If lined, add $5

Sleeves 
& Shoulders$10

$20

$10
$15

$25
$30

Waists

- Add patches/appliques (each), Add shoulder pads 5
- Add, move or remove darts 10
- Make/add belt loops, Turn collar 15

Other
$5

$10
$15

- Pattern piece***
- Special Order $100.00 + Pattern piece(s)***

- Work estimates are reserved until the fitting^^^
- Handwork, beading, embroidery, etc.
- Bustling

- Replace buttons/hooks/snaps^
- Repair a seam/hole, Add/close pockets ^
- Replace linings^^

Pattern Sewing

Gowns

Mending

^Price per each      ^^Quoted price given upon request

$9
$100

TBD
$10/hr

$20

$1
$5

TBD

***Estimated price per each (Note: Pattern price is determined by the Pattern & will vary)

Bridal w Attendant w Prom

*If lined, add $5

*If lined, add $5

*If lined, add $5

^^^There is no charge for the fitting but this must be done to determine the amount of work required


